CALL FOR SPEAKERS

The Local Government Hispanic Network (LGHN) is hosting the 2020 National Conference, October 13-15, 2020 in Aurora, Adams County, Colorado. The theme *The Language of Inclusivity* will provide an exceptional platform for the sharing of knowledge, ideas and innovative practices. LGHN is seeking proposals from engaging, thought provoking speakers with a unique experience or perspective who can provide a dynamic presentation. Recommendations that meet these characteristics, and are non-commercial in nature, are welcome from any individual, group or organization.

The LGHN Conference Planning Committee has identified the following tracks. The committee will accept proposals on topics related to the conference theme and tracks. Sessions will range from one hour to one hour and a half.

**Track 1: Equity, Growth and Community**
This track will focus on service delivery in your communities, quality of life and the value of public services.

**Track 2: Creating Sustained Engagement in Diverse Communities**
This track will focus on best practices in engaging community members in government programs and the governing processes.

The proposal should include a description of the session as it should appear in the program, intended outcomes of the session, and potential speakers (either by name and title or the type of positions that should be represented on the panel).

The Planning Committee will consider each proposal and select those that best align with the theme. A submittal does not guarantee selection. Presenters will serve on a voluntary basis. All related travel and hotel accommodations will be at the presenter’s expense.

Proposal submittals and questions will be accepted via email to Karen Davis at kDavis@LGHN.org. Complete a separate proposal for each submission and submit in one file. **All proposals must be received by Wednesday, March 25, 2020.**
The Language of Inclusivity
Local Government Hispanic Network Biennial Conference
October 13-15, 2020
Aurora, Adams County, Colorado

Session Proposal

Track (check one):

- Equity, Growth and Community
- Creating Sustained Engagement in Diverse Communities

Type (check one):

- Panel
- Roundtable Discussion
- Individual Speaker
- Film

Proposal Submitted By:
Name & Title:

Email Address: Phone Number:

Organization:

Proposed Session:
Session Title:

Session Topic Description:

Intended Outcome(s):

Moderator & Speakers (Name, Title, Email Address, Phone Number)

Have speakers presented at ICMA, LGHN or similar conference in the past?

- Yes, please specify:
- No